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message from the ceo

“Let me take this opportunity first and
foremost to wish all Staff of Member
Companies – Ramadhan Mubarak!!
The month of Ramadhan is when
we can take a step back and reflect
and build on our spirituality and how
we are leading our lives in general
and hopefully come out of it better
people. Please stay safe during the
month!!
At first I thought April would be a
quiet month at the back of the busy
schedule with OGWA, but apparently, there is no rest for the wicked
– as the saying goes – but not literally. One of the busiest departments
was QHSE which conducted a series
of workshops to finalise the DROPS
standards, the Incident Sharing Standards, and last not least working on
the HSE Practitioner Apprenticeship
Program’s which will soon be ready
to start via our network of OPAL approved training providers. Discussions are also in their final throes to
agree on the new standard Defensive
Driving Course and the RAS Vehicle
Certification model. In the same
token, we are working on a portal
and data base with TARGET LLC to
accommodate the data required to

tional College. To date we have 51
pledges with a further 20 verbally
confirmed. However, we still need
more pledges as we plan an intake
of at least 150 for 2018.
Apprenticeship framework development has continued with the start
of the Hard Facilities Maintenance
and the concluding lifting operations
workshop. Additionally, the first of
the Drilling Operations National
Occupational Standards workshop
was also carried out, with record
participation from the sector employers. The final draft of the Lifting Operation framework and Skills Testing
Assessment (STA) will be circulated
soon for a final opportunity for employers to comment. We would encourage your subject matter experts
on lifting equipment to participate on
this endeavor.
We have received donations of used
equipment, to be used at the Seeb
Vocational College, from OLNG,

make this happen seamlessly with a
one-stop solution data base for member companies with ability to view
and access information on company
vehicles and drivers that will facilitate
trend analysis, quality assurance,
business effectiveness and help in the
economics of logistic operations.
We were invited to participate
in the Sohar Port’s Safe Week
(16th -18th April) where OPAL presented three standards on OPAL’s
Road Safety, Heat Stress Management and the upcoming DROPS
standards (Prevention of Dropping
Objects). Sohar port has expressed
particular interest in the OPAL Road
safety Standards in order to improve
driver behaviors and have agreed
to work with OPAL to study the applicability of the standard in Sohar
port facility and free zone areas.
Both organizations will be signing an
MOU very soon to take this initiative
forward.
Sincere thanks for all that have given
their employment pledges in support
of the new OPAL’s national apprenticeship program for Mechanical
and Electrical technicians and Welders being delivered at Seeb VocaOpal Newsletter

Ensign Energy and Cameron. This
equipment will be used to enhance
the learner’s practical exposure to oilfield equipment. Any companies who
have scrap or redundant equipment
that they would like to donate please
contact OPAL ICV. OLNG have also
provided 200 pair of coverall for use
at the College.
Over the month, OPAL participated in
two careers events at the Caledonian
College and Seeb Vocational College, to promote careers in the Oil
and Gas sector.
I’m looking forward for the upcoming Strategic Roundtable discussion
which will take place at the Auditorium of the Ministry of Oil and
Gas on May 15th from 9:00 AM to
11:30 AM. The roundtable is organized by The Oil & Gas Year Oman
2018 along with the Ministry of Oil
& Gas. This platform will provide a
glimpse at the up-to-date business intelligence report on the Omani Energy Industry and in the GCC Region.
Until then…”



Musallam Al Mandhari

Upcoming Events
TOGY and MoG roundtable
15th May 2018

the Auditorium of the Ministry of Oil and Gas
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Arabian Industries LLC
Car safety seat CAMPAIGN

member news

PDO hosts latest lean session

Safety is our utmost priority when it comes to your family. As per new traffic
rules in Oman, It is against the law for a child below the age of four to ride in a
car without a child car seat. The new law is on effect as of March 01st 2018,
and states that not using a car seat for children under the age of four will be a
category four offence, which could cost people a fine, which would rise on repeat offence. A child can be thrown forward with a sudden jerk, even at a slow
speed. The force which acts on the child is many times that of his body weight
.When installed properly, a child car seat ensures that your child is not thrown
around in the vehicle during sudden maneuvers. A normal seat belt may not work
the way it does for an adult, as a child can easily slip through the seat belt. It is
safer to put children, including babies, in the rear of the car. Some parents prefer
to put babies in the front so they can keep an eye on them. However, it is very
dangerous to put a rearward-facing baby seat in the front if there is an airbag
fitted on the passenger side. The baby seat will be very close to the dashboard. If
the airbag is activated, it will strike the baby seat with considerable force. Metal
fittings on child seats may become very hot if the car is left in direct sunlight. Prevent accidental burns by covering the seat if you have to leave the car in the sun.
Do not buy second-hand child car seats. They may have invisible defects and will
not offer adequate protection for your child. Taxi’s are NOT exempted from the
child seat requirement. . To minimize child resistance to use the safety seat ,make
them part of the decision and let them take in picking their car seat. Be a good
example to your children and always use seatbelt. It is parental duty to protect our
children at home and while onboard of our vehicles. The table below can help
you choose the correct safety seat for your child. From seatbelts and airbags to
brake pads and child seats, drivers should never take things for granted.

with Ministry of Ministry of Manpower visit

Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) hosted its latest Lean continuous improvement session with a visit by the Minister of Manpower (MOM) His Excellency Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser Al Bakri and his leadership team to the
Company’s headquarters.
Around 30 delegates attended a full day engagement to raise awareness and
understanding on how to drive continuous improvement, streamline processes
and reduce waste in their own workplaces. The attendees were briefedon
PDO’s Lean Transformation success journey and how Continuous Improvement and the Lean programme have been an enormous enabler to succeed in
implementing challenging strategies. During their visit, the MOM team learnt
about Lean principles, methodologies tools and how PDO has applied this
across its operation. They also received an insight in to the required cultural
transformations to sustain the improvement changes and to oversee best practices on business efficiency and increasing productivity.
“I would like to thank Petroleum Development Oman for hosting the Ministry’s
officials and employees. We are here today to learn about PDO’s Lean experience and implementation phases. Lean is an excellent programme and can
be useful for our services. The Ministry will definitely benefit from such experience. We aim to replicate this know-how across our services but patience is
necessary. A journey of a thousand miles begins with a step.
So, congratulations for your successful achievements and we wish you all the
best,”said HE Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser Al Bakri.
PDO has championed the Lean philosophy since 2009 as a way of driving
greater efficiency. To date there have been over 250 improvement projects
successfully completed and an estimated US$1.2 billion generated in terms
of additional value, cost reductions and avoidance through its deployment
across its business.
PDO People and Change Director Ibtisam Al Riyami, who is leading the Lean
and Continuous Improvement change programme said: “We were delighted
to host the Ministry of Manpower visit and to explain why in a world of limited
resources and a challenging business environment, adopting the Lean methodology as part of daily activities is key to achieving efficient and effective
operations for any organisation.
“In PDO wenow have over 400 certified Lean practitioners who are leading
by example and empowering colleagues to participate in our business improvement journey. Their improvement projects are making a real difference
to how we do things, are sustainable and can be replicated elsewhere in our
organisation and beyond. We also have the majority of our top and middle
leadership trained in the Continuous Improvement and Lean ways of working
for them to enable engagement, collaboration, respect and improved performance,” Ms Al Riyami added.
Continuous Improvement is an important part of PDO’s commitment to support
the sustainable development of the Sultanate and as part of this aim; the Company has already hosted visits by around 300 senior managers representing
30 public and private sector organisations.
Most notably, the recent successful collaboration between PDO and the Ministry of Environmental and Climate affairs in Lean and continuous improvement
has enabled the ministry to generate significant savings and increased workforce productivity and engagement.
Opal Newsletter
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Al Haditha Petroleum

member news

Services appoints new CEO

THE CENTER OF FOUNDATION STUDIES

AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

Al Haditha Petroleum Services
SAOC one of the Super Local Community Contractors (SLCC) in Oman
has made an announcement that its
Board has unanimously chosen Mr.
Said Rashid Hawaishil Al Asmi as
the Chief Executive Officer for the
company.“After a comprehensive
search process, the Board is pleased
to have found the best individual to
assume leadership of this community company” – Ahmed Abdullah Al
Durei, Chairman of the Al Haditha’s
Board.Said Al Asmi is known for his
excellent managerial skills, effective
leadership approach, decision making qualities and directive nature. He possesses in-depth experience in HSE matters and emergency response. Said
holds an experience of more than 25 years, working on various positions.His
leadership qualities combined with his deep industry knowledge makes Said
Al Asmi uniquely qualified to lead Al Haditha successfully into the future. Al
Haditha has come a long way from its humble beginning in 2011 to become
one of the largest Super Local Community Contractors, serving its Oil & Gas
industry clients in Oman. The company has more than 1,100 direct employees, operating in eight locations in the North concession area predominantly
into Mechanical, Pipeline, Civil and E&I activities and other infrastructure
related to Oil & Gas. Al Haditha is an ISO 9001:2008 and 29001:2010
certified company.With the objective of empowering 3027 local community
shareholders, additionally engaging more than 120 registered Local Community Companies into their project activities, Al Haditha strikes the commitment of In-Country Value throughout the value chain of their business.“I am so
enthusiastic to take up this new role with Al Haditha. We have high ambitions
for sustainable business with close link between our business strategy, brand
value and sustainable activities which we endeavor to achieve through our
employees commitment and stakeholders support.” – Said Al Asmi.Tell your
story. Use catchy text, bullets, links and more to bring your words to life.

The GFP CURRICULUM
The International College of Engineering and Management (ICEM) - Center
of Foundation Studies and Continuing Education offers a Foundation programme which is designed to prepare students for post-secondaryand Higher
Education programmes offered by the college and other higher educational
institutions in Oman.
Successful completion of the program gives students an opportunity to join
a wide variety of post-secondary and undergraduate higher education programs in the Sultanate.
Our modules include English, Maths, Science and IT which specifically designed to provide the necessary skills and knowledge to raise the skill levels
of students to the required levels in addition to building confidence prior to
them joining undergraduate studies.
We understand that the English proficiency level of students directly affects
their academic performance.
The programme also covers research and advanced study skills to assist students in coping with the rigors of higher education studies.
We also realize the value of encouraging students to develop their individual
talents and interests. ICEM participates in a number of inter-college events in
addition to having a range of thriving Foundation societies for students to join.
These include clubs for English and Science. In addition, the ICEM Foundation
Week is a yearly event where students participate in competitions and events
which demonstrate their language skills, showcase their scientific, mathematical and technical expertise in addition to highlighting artistic abilities.
OTHER PROGRAMS
In addition to GFP, the center offers other language programs that cater to
the needs of students.
PRE FOUNDATION
Pre-Foundation is a one-semester program that caters to students whose IELTS
entry level is below Band 3. This is a preparatory course that basically enhances student’s knowledge in English vocabulary and grammar. It also aims
to develop students’ awareness of the listening and reading processes and
strategies in order to enhance their cognitive skills.
AUXILIARY PROGRAM
This program highlights ICEM’s desire to help students who may have failed
in Grade 12 to take an Auxiliary course waiting for the completion of their
Thanawiya requirements. Auxiliary program provides reinforcements to
strengthen students’ English language, Maths, Science and IT skills that could
help them achieve the necessary level to pass Grade 12, at the same time
preparing themselves to be admitted to a degree program at ICEM.
BRIDGING PROGRAM
The department is also in the process of obtaining necessary ministry approval to offer a Bridging program in response to Omani Ministry of Higher
Education (Circular 5/1/3/2018 dated January 3, 2018). This program
is considered as an additional supportive course to students with Art background if they wish to be admitted to ICEM and choose engineering studies.
This program provides an additional academic support to cope with an engineering track, given the expected level of technology, science, mathematics,
and engineering topics they shall be subjected to.
INTENSIVE ENGLISH COURSE
To date, the center is in the process of obtaining necessary documents that
will allow us to offer short-term English Language Courses. These courses are
exclusively taught to prepare students to go for IELTS in the British Council.
These short-term courses are divided into three levels – elementary, intermediate and advanced level.
Once the center gets the necessary ministry approval, this course will be
provided to ICEM’s non-teaching staff as well, as part of their professional
development.
ARABIC
Another short term course that the center shall be offering in the near future
is ARABIC for non-Arabic speakers. This program is also divided into three
levels – Elementary, intermediate and advanced level.
MIDDLE SKILLS- BASED PROGRAMS
The center is looking forward to offering middle-skills based training programs in response to Oman’s 20/20 call for an economic diversification.
Short-term training courses in the fields of tourism and health care maybe
available soon.
The Center of Foundation Studies and Continuing Education continues to
serve as an agent of social change. We shall continue to equip our students
with the necessary skills and training to respond to the needs of the times.
Opal Newsletter
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member news

Culinary excellence showcased
at Al Nab’a Top Chef competition

Putting the focus on culinary excellence across its organisation, Al
Nab’a Supplies and Catering Services LLC – a leading provider of
industrial catering solutions – hosted
a culinary contest on the lines of the

of Oman Tourism College (OTC)
in Airport Heights where 16 of the
company’s finest chefs went head
to head in a brilliant showcase of
their culinary prowess to craft a
signature three-course menu. The
winners, chosen by a panel of distinguished F&B experts drawn from
leading institutions in the city, went
on to receive prizes and accolades
at a spectacular awards ceremony
attended by prominent government
and private sector personalities.
Dishes presented at the end of a
tough four-hour long contest were
adjudged against a set of ‘golden
rules’ that gave weightage to: Content and Nutrition, Hygiene, Teamwork, Time Management, Presentation and Taste. Not surprisingly, the
judges were hard-pressed to come

globally popular Top Chef competition in the city on The event was
additionally an acknowledgement
of the hard work put in by the chefs
on a daily basis.
The venue was the training kitchen

MHD LLC introduce Proactive

PROSPECTUS FOR
OMAN YOUTH TRAINING
PROGRAMS

Alcohol Testing

As a part of HSSE culture development and proactive means of managing employee’s Occupational
Safety & Health, MHD LLC has started alcohol test
in their staff. Alcohol test among the employees
are recommended by Ministry of Manpower as
it’s become a legal requirement according to MD
133/2018. MHD LLC has included alcohol test
as part of their company’s alcohol & drug abuse
policy, which offers undeniable benefits to both
employer, employees and the community. As an employer we have a legal
obligation to respond to alcohol use and related-harm in the workplace
through ‘duty of care’ provisions under our drug and alcohol policy. Also
employees have an obligation to take reasonable care of their own safety
and health and not endanger the safety and health of others at the workplace. Our duty of care has extended up to a level where we can help
our employees who has developed such problem and encouragethem to
approach HRO team to seek the professional support necessary to return
them to good health and safe performance.

(for CONTRACTORS and OPERATORS)

training@opaloman.org
+968 24605700
www.opaloman.org
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WHAT ARE NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS

Apprenticeships are formal, paid, long-term training programs that provide valuable classroom/workshop instruction coupled with on-the-job learning and can last for a duration of 2 to 4 years.
OPAL National Apprenticeship Programs are designed against the new Oman National Occupation
Standard (ONOS). These standards have been developed by subject matter experts from the Oman Oil
and Gas industry and approved by Ministry of Manpower.

training@opaloman.org
+968 24605700

www.opaloman.org

Welding and Fabrication
Engineering Maintenance

(Electrical / Mechanical / Instrumentation)

Hard Facilities Maintenance
HSE Practitioner
Mechanical Manufacturing
Opal Newsletter

Duration
for programs
is three months
starting from
24th June to
21st September
2018

Within the framework of the signed agreement between a well-known
Chinese oil and gas services provider Kerui Group and Oman Society
for petroleum services (OPAL), Kerui has agreed to support the
training of around 30 young Omanis in key oilfeld related technical
disciplines at its training facilities (VIPT) located in Shandong Province
in China. Kerui will cover all training and subsistence expenses in China
for the duration of three months course. The employer should only
cover the cost of the travel ticket including the insurance of the
candidate during his stay in China and the residence visa.

L NAL
OPNA
ATIO
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For More details on how to employ
an Apprentice contact:

up with the top winners, given the
culinary ingenuity and long experience employed by the contestants in
preparing some exceptional dishes.
The competition culminated in a
gala finale and prize distribution
ceremony held in the auditorium of
Oman Tourism College. Sayyid Khalid Al Busaidi, Group Chairman – Al
Nab’a Holding, led a large gathering of dignitaries and Group executives at the finale. The Chief Guest
was Oneza Tabish, a well known
personality in food circles, regular
contributor to local publications,
winner of several cooking talent
shows and administrator of ‘What’s
Cooking Oman’. The Guest of Honour was Mrs. Neelu Rohra, Second
Secretary (Community Welfare), Embassy of India, Muscat, Oman.
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Benefits for Employers:
★ Meets Industry and international standards
★ OPAL support with Learner Risk Management
★ Counts towards Omanization
★ Stipend payments during the learning cycle
★ Reduced attrition rates
★ Motivated Learners
★ Fully supported On-Job-learning period
Benefits for Candidate:
★ Learn while you earn
★ Gain skills linked to employment
★ National and International qualifications
★ Hands-on training
★ Increased future earning potential
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Fees
Member*

Non-member

Road safety standard

Title

40

70

Camp standard

25

40

Heat stress standard

15

30

Package

70

110

* Shown values are covering only the costs of production.
With each purchase you will get digital copy on CD.

HRCP Modules
www.opaloman.org

Human Resource Certification
Programme Professional Level 1 & 2

For more information,
please contact us:

training@opaloman.org
+968 24605700
Opal Newsletter
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